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Gentlemen of a Company
English Players in Central and Eastern Europe 1590-1660
JERZY LIMON
A comprehensive account of the theatrical activity of touring groups of players who left
England for Central and Eastern Europe. Setting this unprecedented phemomenon in its
context of English acting traditions on the Continent in general, the author describes its
distinctive phases, examines the fortunes of particular companies, and stresses the
significance of noble patronage.
'This is a meticulously researched survey...' Amateur Stage
'It is a valuable addition to the scholarship on the period.' Drama Magazine

208 pp. 052126304 2 £22.50 net

The Theatres of Inigo Jones
and John Webb
JOHN ORRELL

Clearly established as the most effective London theatre builders of the seventeenth
century, Inigo Jones and his pupil, John Webb, were responsible for the visual aspects of the
masques performed at the various royal palaces, and for designing a number of regular
theatres at Court. Excluding the designs for the Court masque, this book gathers together
all their drawings for playhouses.
'... done with exemplary scholarship. It is also beatuifully produced.' Burlington Magazine

224 pp. 0 521 25546 5 £25.00 net
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THE OLD SUPPLEMENT IS NOW COMPLETE

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE

OXFORD
ENGLISH

DICTIONARY
Volume IV, Se-Z

Edited by R. W. Burchfield
The fourth and final volume of the Supplement, covering the language from Se to Z, will be
published in May 1986, completing the great work of bringing the OED up to date which

was started in 1957.

'The Supplement's appearance is no doubt the most important event in English
lexicography since the completion of the OED itself in 1928 . . . it supplies what for many

will be easily the most entertaining and readable of all dictionaries.'
The Times Literary Supplement

'. . . a work impossible to overpraise. Unique, it stands unmatchable.'
The Christian Science Monitor

'Majestic, funny, moving in its revelation of the language's infinite capacity for nuance.' Punch

'The work, which has taken a quarter of a century to complete, makes Hercules' cleansing
the Augean stables look like a part-time job.' The Guardian

019 861136 6 1,488 pages £90

Previous volumes: Volume I, A-G £85 019 861115 3
Volume I I .H-N £85 0198611234
Volume III, O-Scz £90 0 19 861124 2

The Oxford English Dictionary and Supplement
The twelve volumes of the OED and the four volumes of the Supplement will be available

as a set, in uniform jackets.

019 861203 6 16 volumes 22,000 pages £995

The OED will also remain available as a thirteen-volume set (including the 1933 Supplement
volume now superseded by the four-volume Supplement) at £695

For further information please write to Oxford University Press (EAK), Walton Street, OxfordOX26DP
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New Books from Oxford
Actio and Persuasion
Dramatic Performance in Eighteenth-Century France
Angelica Goodden
Explores the belief, championed by Diderot and others, that the primary mode of
persuasion is not auditory but visual. The first comprehensive account of 'embodied
eloquence' in the performing and visual arts, 'Actio' and Persuasion illuminates basic
cultural assumptions in an exciting period of intellectual history.
0 19 815836 X, Clarendon Press £20.00

The Division of the Kingdoms
Shakespeare's Two Versions of King Lear
Edited by Gary Taylor and Michael Warren
These twelve specially commissioned essays unite scholarship and literary criticism in
an investigation of the most important textual problem in the Shakespeare canon. An
international team of scholars re-examine the early texts of King Lear from a series of
distinct but interlocking perspectives, in a wide-ranging discussion with profound
implications for all readers of Shakespeare.
0 19 812950 5, paperback , Clarendon Press £12.95
Oxford Shakespeare Studies

Shakespeare
Gennaine Greer
'Shakespeare was and is a popular artist.' This is the theme of Germaine Greer's
exciting new introduction to Shakespeare's work in the Past Masters series. She also
explores why, several centuries after his death, Shakespeare is still central to English
cultural life.
0 19 287539 6
0 19 287538 8, paperback
Past Masters

£9.95
£2.95

Elizabethan Lyric Poetry and its Music
Winifred Maynard
This is the first book of comparable scope for almost forty years, and its correlation of
recent musicological research and literary scholarship yields many fresh insights. It
provides the first comprehensive exploration of the poetic miscellanies' links with music,
and of Sidney's poems in relation to music. The ayres and masque songs of Campion,
Dowland, Ferrabosco, and Jonson are discussed, and the usage of ballads, songs, and
masques by Shakespeare.
0 19 812844 4, Clarendon Press £30.00

Ben Johnson
Volumes III, IV, VI and IX
Edited by C. H. Herford, Percy and Evelyn Simpson
The reissuing of these volumes means that the complete eleven volume set of Herford
and Simpson's Ben Jonson is once again available.
0 19 811354 4, Volume m
0 19 811355 2, Volume IV
019 811357 9, Volume VI
0 19 811360 9, Volume IX
The Oxford Jonson

£45.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00

Oxford University Press
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Lochee Publications Ltd

Forty Years of Mise en Scene (Conference
Papers of the Xth World Congress of the
International Federation for Theatre Research)
Edited by Claude Schumacher
ISBN 0 947584 18 8, £15.00, Summer 1986

Henry Becque: The Scavengers
Translated with an Introduction by David H.
Walker
ISBN 0 947584 11 0, £3.95, Autumn 1986

What is a Citizens' Theatre? by Jan McDonald,
ISBN 0 947584 03 X, £1.00

The James Arnott Memorial Lecture
by Giles Havergal, £1.00, Summer 1986

Lochee Publications Ltd.,
5 Inverary Terrace,
Dundee, DD3 6BS,
Scotland.
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Literary and
Linguistic Computing

Journal of the Association for
Literary & Linguistic Computing

Oxford Journals announce the
publication of a new journal from
March 1986
Literary and Linguistic Computing is an international journal
which publishes material on all aspects of computing applied
to literature and language. Papers will be published on
computer applications in language and literature with the
emphasis as much on the computing techniques as on the
results of the research projects. The range of coverage extends
to hardware & software reviews, computer-assisted language
learning, word-processing for humanities applications and the
teaching of computer techniques to language and literature
students. Literary and Linguistic Computing will be published
four times a year and will be compulsory reading for those
working in all branches of the humanities where computing
applications are becoming more and more commonplace.

Institutional: Personal:
£24.00 (UK) £12.00
$45.00 (N. America) $22.50
£28.00 (Elsewhere) £14.00
Personal subscribers will automatically become members of the
Association for Literary & Linguistic Computing

£J Please record my subscription to Literary & Linguistic Computing
• Please send me an inspection copy

Name

Address /.

• Please debit my Access/American Express/Diners/Visa Account

Card Number

I I I I I
Expiry Date Signature

OXFORD JOURNAL!
Journals Subscription Department, OUP, Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6DP,
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(OAMK Berlin"

Show/Tech'86
International-ftade Fair and Congres.

Trade Fairs and Exhibitions
Division

The overall theme of the congress
i»: The hnpieowntattofl of evei
taking Into account new types
of performance and economic

of Shows and Events

Equipment and Management

M Berlin, May 13-15
The market
that offers
you
commercial

Sales promotion, specialist information, live presentations and
a forum for contacts between different sectors - the highlights
of the ShowTech '86 Berlin trade fair and congress.
Mffitt eminent speakers and access to practical know-how at
the ShowTech congress. A congress in 4 sections devoted to
current topics (see box on right).
WHh all the products and ser/ices for the shows and events
market, facilities for venues such as theaters and discothe-
ques, stage engineering, lighting, sound/video, special effects
and much, much more... at the ShowTech trade fair.
IVftfi the "ShowTech Gala" televised live to a number of Euro-
pean countries by RTL-Pius, with many well-known stars -
and practical demonstrations of modern entertainment
technology.
3 days in May in Berlin for meetings between the industry
and its domestic and foreign business partners. 3 im-
portant days for market leaders in products and ex-
pertise, and for ambitious newcomers.

AMK Beriin Company fer Exhibitions, Fairs and Congresses, Messedamm 22. D-IOOOBeriir
Tel.: (030) 30 38-1, direct dialling 30 3820 71/20 88, Teiex: 182 908 amkb d, Btx * 30381 #
'm conjuncMon with intrawerb GmbH

19

Contact address: $p*ctrum Communications Limited, Spectrum House, 183/185 Askew Road, London W12 fl AX, Phone ?4S 3O61/2/3, T« 89 54534 specom g
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THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
FOR THEATRE RESEARCH

LA FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE
POUR LA RECHERCHE THEATRALE

Founded in 1957 with the following aims:
To promote in all countries international liaison between organizations and individuals
devoted to theatre research.
To organize international conferences and symposia.
To obtain facilities in libraries, museums, etc., for theatrical research workers of all
countries.
To submit to the authorities of all countries the desirability of creating courses, institutes
and chairs of theatre research.

The I.F.T.R. has the following sections:

THE VENICE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THEATRE RESEARCH.
THE UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION, specially charged with research within universities
and the promotion of teaching of Theatre Studies throughout the world.

All members receive the journal Theatre Research International published by the Oxford
University Press in association with the I.F.T.R.

MEMBERSHIP AND ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

FULL MEMBERS: Bodies whose sole function is theatre research. ISO Sw. F.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Bodies whose function is partly theatre research. 140 Sw. F
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS: Individuals who wish to participate in the work of the I. F.T.R. and

to support it. 65 Sw. F. reduced to 60 Sw. F. for individuals already
belonging to a national institutional member.

Enquiries and application for membership should be addressed to

Membership Secretariat, IFTR/FIRT
14 Woronzow Road, London NW8 6QE, Great Britain

THEATRE RESEARCH / RECHERCHES THEATRALES
The International Federation published the journal Theatre Research/Recherches Theatrales
from 1959 to 1975 when it was succeeded by Theatre Research International. During these years
many important articles of original research were published covering the whole field of theatre
history from the earliest times, and particularly Shakespeare and the Elizabethan period, to more
recent figures such as Strindberg, Craig and Beckett. There have been special issues on the themes
of Opera, the Playwright as Director, and Reinhardt; a check-list of world theatre on records; and
reports on International Conferences and Symposia of the I.F.T.R.
In all 14 volumes were published in 36 issues including a complete index. Most back issues are
still available.
University and institutional libraries, and especially those who have subscribed to the new journal
Theatre Research International, are recommended to take this opportunity of completing their
holding of the earlier issues of this publication, while copies last.

Price: per issue £2 ($3); per volume £4 ($6) plus postage

A few complete runs of the 14 volumes (with two issues in facsimile) are available at £50 ($75). Postage
extra.

Enquiries and Orders are invited to

THEATRE RESEARCH
14 WORONZOW ROAD, LONDON NW8 6QE
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